
Show the Love to Your Employees!
Five Ideas for Sustainable Recognition
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Have a strategy and program in place and use it. According to a 
Gallup poll, the top reason most Americans leave their jobs is that they don’t 
feel appreciated. In fact, 65 percent of people surveyed said they got no 
recognition in the past year.

Promote what you have . Nearly one-fourth of employees whose 
organizations have a recognition program have no idea that their 
organization has one, according to Deloitte’s State of Employee Recognition 
research report. If you’re going to invest in a recognition program, don’t 
forget to communicate it. These communications are critical to widespread 
adoption of the program.

Make your recognition do double duty. By being strategic, you can 
use your recognition programs to also share company culture, values or 
strategies. We help companies craft campaigns that recognize employees for 
living their companies’ strategy or values. It’s an opportunity to share best 
practices and corporate messages while celebrating employees.

Give managers the tools they need. In its research report, The Power 
of Employee Recognition, the Aberdeen Group shares that only 14 percent of 
organizations provide managers with the necessary tools for rewards and 
recognition. The key to enabling recognition is to make it easy and to make it 
a habit. Spark creates training, templates, calendars and even cards that take 
the barriers out of recognition and help it become a way of life.

Pick a day to celebrate . So maybe Valentine’s Day isn’t the right day, 
but what about creating an annual tradition where one day a year is 
dedicated to employees? In August of each year, UPS employees around the 
world celebrate Founders' Day to remember what they have accomplished 
and what they have still to achieve. There's cake, camaraderie, recognition… 
and a whole lot of great memories!

From strategy to training to games to collateral, Spark has worked with many of our 
clients to recognize employees in new and meaningful ways. Contact us to learn more.
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